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in Europe and elsewhere. A large touring exhibition of his work, titled "Thomas

Gerhard Richter. Since his first solo shows in 1979, Schutte has exhibited widely

1981, he studied fine art at the Dusseldorf Art Academy with Fritz Schwegler and

Thomas Schutte was born in Oldenburg , Germany, in 1954. Between 1973 and
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Mixed media
58 inches high x 16 inches diameter
Collection of the artist

Self-Portrait as Candle Holder, 1998

Mixed media
71 inches high, other dimensions variable
Collection Martine and Didier Guichard

7. Mohr's Life, 1988

6.

5. Athene, Tagebuch (Athens Diary) , 1984
Suite of 144 drawings
Ink and watercolor on paper
Each: 151/, x 11 'h inches; framed 231/, x 1831,inches
Collection Van Abbe-Museum , Eindhoven

4 . Alain Colas, 1989
Wood , clay, polystyrene, paint
Head: 401/a x 311/a x 251/2 inches
Palette (2): 57/e x 47'/• x 311/2inches
Collection Museo Cantonale d'Arte, Lugano
Donation Panza di Biumo

3 . Drawing for Alain Colas, 1989
Mixed media on paper
23V.2x 311/2
. inches; framed 241/2x 321/2 inches
Private Collection, Bern

2. Boje (Buoy), 1989
Mixed media
12 inches high x 6 inches in diameter
Collection of the artist

Wood, glass, and Plasticine
20 x 98 x 101/4 inches
Collection Museo Cantonale d'Arte, Lugano
Donation Panza di Biumo

1. Monument fiir einen verschollenen Seemann
(Monument for a Lost Sailor), 1989
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Thomas Schutte . Bern : Kunsthalle, 1990. Texts by Lud9er Gerdes, Martin
Hentschel, and Ulrich Loock.
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11. Wo ist Hitlers G
6 tables:
Wood, paint, in
Each 36 x 79 x
4 drawings:
Ink on paper
Each 19 x 271/
Sprengel Muse
the Niedersachs

10. Kleiner Respek
Fimo, plaster, w
853/4 x 463/"' x 4
BACOB Collect

9. Mein Grab (My
Drawing:
Lacquer on pap
411/2 x 38 1/2 inc
Model:
Lacquer on woo
21 x 251/, x 10 i
Collection of th

8 . Die Sammie, (
Mixed media
62 inches high,
Galerie Nelson ,

strictly functional ones:

models."' Schutte's notion of models is, consequently, encompassing and complex: at
its core lies the proposition, the hypothesis, the speculation. And, given that it is imbued

the contemporary monument. The problem, in his view, is not only one of devising a

A deeply felt yet understated ethic informs Schutte's engagement with the subject of

standing their apparently playful and childlike forms, strike an acerbic, cautionary note.

politics of memory create a charged context in which Schutte's anti-monuments, notwith-

to remember with a longing to forget. Together, the etiquette of commemoration and the

century legacy and, more particularly, to negotiate a new German past, resolving a duty

number of historians as the populace attempts to come to terms with its twentieth-

nineteenth-century German historiographers. Today,Germany produces a disproportionate

science, a Wissensch_aft, the discipline of history was invented by Hegel and the great

surrounding the creation of memorials to the victims of carnage and genocide. As a

unassailable. It has also witnessed a host of fractious, unseemly, and inconclusive battles

statues dedicated to political and military luminaries formerly deemed invincible and

The post-Cold War era has been indelibly marked by the toppling of a virtual army of

pointless grail, or a poisoned chalice.

tious but underrecognized artists, in today's era of instant celebrity this precept seems a

issues of glory, fame, and immortality. Ars longa, vita brevis: once a palliative to ambi-

mocking inclusion of his own imago into this pantheon can he confront the perennial

in such terms can he avert rhetoric and grandiosity, and only through a kind of self-

They have the appearance of rapid responses, temporary, even tentative, as if only

tive tableaux, often constructed from makeshift structures and mundane materials?

number of large-scale works realized in public sites, he has made a series of specula-

to the lone Gallic sailor Alain Colas, to the artist himself or his surrogates. As well as a

ters ranges from the historically (in)famous to the forgotten and the fictional, from Hitler

settled and established. In his memorials, which followed soon after, the cast of charac-

placed placelessness, they inscribe a restless nomadism that rigorously eschews the

sion, proposed alternatives. Miniaturized worlds that are predicated on a kind of dis-

struction and reconstitution of the built environment in the postwar years, and, on occa-

first works. Vehicles for thought rather than action, they limned a history of the recon-

Decor and scenographic and architectural models formed the vocabulary of Schutte's

twenty years.

diverse and multifarious range of formulations in an oeuvre that now spans more than

Power is no longer repr

the Sublime, cataclysmic visions of destructi

who observes the painter, the Moor, the qui

take on an architectural function. They crea

fetishes, relics of the artist's life, the host of

choly portrayal. If the meticulously ordered

maker, instead of the fruits of his labor, rein

himself in the process from inspired creator

confronted by his enthralled patrons, grotes

grows more sardonic in Die Sammler (The

plinth, renders the familiar topos of the artis

colossal light, which dwarfs the overburden

Contrarian restraint likewise informs Self-Por

Oblivion and renown meld uneasily in this e

laconic text betrays little beyond the fact th

it appears overpowering, gargantuan . Althou

Schutte's proposal looks disarmingly small

neighborhood cemetery, where all the grave

had devised his own tombstone, prompted

and prosaic as any other?' This sculpture w

be undermined by burying the undead, hen

actual death site of the principal perpetrator

Would the malign legacy of Nazism be bett

worthy, representation of such a horror? Ho

tersely probes problematic questions: What

of those killed during World War II. Through i

Wo ist Hitlers Grab? (Where Is Hitler's Gra

The numbingly vast sea of crosses stamped

impossible to give it a face or even a body.'

visible but to be hidden away. So the power

ates through a system or many, many differe

more effectively ....

in a democratic system, which nowadays is

In my eyes the figurative tradition failed at t

the foremost role of any monument, he arg

Schutte contends, while conceding that, nonetheless, mostly 'they exist in the form of

with both a metaphorical and a literal dimension, it has assumed an extraordinarily

suitable language that bypasses the vacuity
the banality of naturalistic representation, b

'Fundamentally, my works are almost always in the nature of a proposal," Thomas

Thomas Schutte Gloria in Memoria

